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The Android is one of the latest babies of the ever changing technology market created by none
other than everybodyâ€™s favorite internet giant; â€˜Googleâ€™. This new open-source operating system has
taken the tech market by storm predominantly in the category of smart phones. Companies have
come up with Android apps on pc, be it Mac or Windows there is an app for everything from syncing
of apps from your smart phone to your PC or testing out the latest Android version or just getting a
feel of Android, these apps cover all.

The latest innovation in the world of Android apps for pc comes from BlueStacks, a company
creating softwareâ€™s for Android. BlueStacks have come up with an app player which will let pc users
to access about half a million Android applications from their desktops and laptops. BlueStacks has
released a public version of its software compatible with Windows. The only things you will need will
be an Android enabled device with access to the Android market and the installation of the
BlueStacks Cloud Connect app so that you can sync your favorite apps to your desktop. BlueStacks
has features where you can have both a full screen view as well as switch between Windows by
minimizing.

While the emulator introduces Android on Mac as well, there is not much scope of Android apps on
Mac. However, you can easily sync your Android based phones and tablets with a Mac by using
SyncMate. The free edition allows one to sync contacts and calendars but if you want to sync your
music, images, folders and other stuff then you should go for the SyncMate Expert. All you need to
do is download SyncMate and install it both on your Mac and on Android device.

While Android was primarily created for the mobiles, hence, the icons appear a little small on the
desktops but still the above Android apps on pc create a rich experience. The Android on pc allows
developers to create more open source applications. While it a long way for Android in Mac to
evolve but still Android apps on Mac is not a distant reality.
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BlueStacks offers latest apps for your PC or desktop by which you can run android on pc  which is
compatible not only with windows but also for Mac OS. Now a run windows on pc and enjoy the a
android fullscreen.
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